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The nature of elastomeric material demands the consideration of ﬁnite deformations, nonlinear elasticity
including damage as well as rate-dependent and rate-independent dissipative properties. While many
models accounting for these effects have been reﬁned over time to do better justice to the real behavior
of rubber-like materials, the realistic simulation of the elastoplastic characteristics for ﬁlled rubber
remains challenging.
The classical elastic-ideal-plastic formulation exhibits a distinct yield-surface, whereas the elastoplas-
tic material behavior of ﬁlled rubber components shows a yield-surface free plasticity. In order to
describe this elastoplastic deformation of a material point adequately, a physically based endochronic
plasticity model was developed and implemented into a Finite Element code. The formulation of the
ground state elastic characteristics is based on Arruda and Boyce (1993) eight-chain model. The evolution
of the constitutive equations for the nonlinear endochronic elastoplastic response are derived in analogy
to the Bergström–Boyce ﬁnite viscoelasticity model discussed by Dal and Kaliske (2009).
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Rubber products can be found everywhere: they are used as
tyres, shafts, mountings, bearings, etc.—and the numerous ﬁelds
of application are still expanding. This steady increase can be
attributed to the unique possibilities to inﬂuence desirable
mechanical properties like strength or damping capacities. One of
the main techniques to manipulate the behavior of both natural
and synthetic rubber is the use of ﬁllers.
In order to model the characteristics of rubber realistically, it is
essential to take into account ﬁnite deformations, nonlinear stress–
strain-dependencies, damage as well as rate-dependent and rate-
independent dissipative properties.
Since the consideration of viscous, plastic or damage effects is
mainly based on a ground state elastic response, it is important
to ﬁnd a suitable elasticity model. While many of these models
for rubber depend on mere phenomenologically inspired constitu-
tive equations, like Mooney–Rivlin material (Mooney, 1940) or
Yeoh material (Yeoh, 1990), some approaches have been derived
from micromechanical interpretations. Typical network models
proposed for example by Treloar (1946), Treloar and Riding
(1979) and Wu and van der Giessen (1993) assume that the net-
work deforms as a whole, i.e. afﬁnely. However, although the
three-dimensional polymeric network structure behaves macro-
scopically like a highly deformable elastic solid, observations atll rights reserved.
ax: +49 351 463 37086.
. Kaliske).the micro-scale reveal a relatively free motion of the single chains.
The resulting typical elastomeric behavior of exhibiting different
locking stretches for different deformation modes can be repre-
sented by non-afﬁne network models. Flory and Rehner (1943)
for example simplify the network by four chains connecting the
corners of a tetrahedron in which the junction point is determined
by equilibrium iterations. Arruda and Boyce (1993) proposed an
eight-chain model accounting for large deformation behavior of
elastic rubber materials by idealizing a polymer as eight elastic
chains inside a volume element. The eight-chain model of Arruda
and Boyce can also be considered as a ﬁrst invariant based model
and yields more realistic results for different deformation modes
than the full-network model. The equivalence of the model to
the phenomenological model of Gent (1996) is shown by Boyce
(1996) and Horgan and Saccomandi (2002, 2006). Miehe et al.
(2004) have shown that eight-chain model exhibits ﬁxed relation-
ship between locking stretches for different deformation modes
and related the non-afﬁne micro-stretch k and the afﬁne macro-
stretch k via p-root average such that
k ¼ hkip :¼
1
jSj
Z
S
kp dS
 1=p
: ð1Þ
Hence, p is a non-afﬁnity parameter which relates the micro-stretch
entering the Langevin free energy to the macro-stretch ﬁeld on the
unit-sphere. The model recovers the eight-chain model of Arruda
and Boyce (1993) for p = 2. Further discussions on the network
models and rubber elasticity can be found in Boyce and Arruda
(2000) and Beatty (2003). A comparison of 20 hyperelastic material
Fig. 2. Micro-structure of a polymer with ﬁllers.
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ron (2006).
Another physically based model is the extended tube model of
Kaliske and Heinrich (1999) which describes the interaction of
molecular polymer chains by taking the restricted movement in
normal direction into consideration.
Both unﬁlled and ﬁlled rubber materials show stress-induced
softening during initial loading cycles, though this effect (also re-
ferred to as Mullins effect, Mullins, 1947; Mullins and Tobin,
1957) of the softening of material depending on the maximum pre-
vious strain is by far more eminent in ﬁlled elastomers. It has been
therefore a particular focus of research for the last two decades, e.g.
by Govindjee and Simo (1992), Johnson and Beatty (1993), Kaliske
and Rothert (1998), Dorfman and Ogden (2004), Beatty and Krish-
naswamy (2000) and Tommasi et al. (2006). Since the focus of the
present contribution is the modelling of the steady-state response
of ﬁlled rubber under small strain rates, the material is assumed to
be pre-conditioned, hence to be free of Mullins effect.
The rate-dependent inelastic behavior can be observed in terms
of creep and relaxation as well as in terms of frequency-dependent
hystereses under cyclic loading which extend at increasing strain.
On the micro-scale, these typical features are attributed either to
a rearrangement of the cross-links between polymer chains (tran-
sient network theory, e.g. Green and Tobolsky, 1946; Tanaka and
Edwards, 1992) or to the reptation theory introduced by Doi and
Edwards (1986). They were adopted to ﬁnite viscoelasticity by
Bergström and Boyce (1998). Tomita et al. (2008) presented a mod-
el which accounts for the interrelations of the chains with their
surroundings by using a modiﬁed eight-chain model where each
chain is represented by a viscoelastic standard model consisting
of Langevin springs and a dashpot.
Several experimental and theoretical works on carbon black
ﬁlled rubber have been published over the last years but since
rate-dependent effects are dominant for moderate and large
strains, only few of them attend to the rate-independent character-
istics. The load–strain-dependencies shown in Fig. 1 depict the
behavior of an industrial rubber ﬁlled with carbon black. It is
clearly visible that the material behaves equivalently for strain
rates of v = 1.00 mm/min and v = 50.00 mm/min. This rate-inde-
pendent behavior of ﬁlled rubbers can be attributed to the intricate
ﬁller-to-ﬁller and ﬁller-to-matrix contacts shown in Fig. 2 (Strauss,
1992; Kilian et al., 1994). Even at very small strains ﬁller-to-ﬁller
pairs, which are in very close contact and subjected to very large
forces, begin to slip and induce irreversible deformation. For larger-1.6
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Fig. 1. Rate-independent behavior of ﬁlled rubber.strains, slipping of the ﬁller-to-matrix contacts starts. If the maxi-
mum stretch of a chain is exceeded, one end of the matrix molecule
will begin to slip irreversibly on the surface of the ﬁller. Because of
the individual chain lengths, this effect sets in at different macro-
scopic strain levels leading to a continuous, hysteretic stress–
strain-dependency without a distinctive yield-surface. These ef-
fects are neither captured accurately by a mere viscoelastic formu-
lation nor by a simple elastoplastic approach. Kaliske and Rothert
(1998) proposed a multi-yield-surface model consisting of several
Prandtl-elements in parallel to linearize the smooth curve.
Although this material type shows good agreement with experi-
mental data, it is numerically expensive. While the classical elas-
tic-ideal-plastic formulation is characterised by a distinctive
yield-surface, rate-independent inelasticity models on basis of an
arclength description obviate the introduction of a purely elastic
range resulting in a hysteresis for every cyclic loading process.
Thus, such a yield-surface free plasticity formulation seems more
attractive to model the rate-independent inelastic effects of ﬁlled
rubber. According to Haupt (2000), a rate-independent functional
can be found for every rate-dependent functional in viscoelasticity
by replacing the time by an arclength. The application of a gener-
alised arclength description in terms of the so-called endochronic
theory of plasticity was proposed by Valanis (1971). In order to
reproduce the yield-surface free plasticity shown by ﬁlled elasto-
mers under small strain rates correctly, the proposed model is re-
lated to such an endochronic ﬁnite plasticity based on the
assumption that the current stress state of an elastoplastic material
point can be described by the strain history of this point.2. Constitutive equations
The elastoplastic behavior of ﬁlled elastomers can be described
with the rheological model shown in Fig. 3 consisting of a purely
elastic branch representing the ground state response (A) con-
nected in parallel to an endochronic branch consisting of an elastic
spring and an endochronic friction element (B).Fig. 3. Rheological model of endochronic plasticity formulation.
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The free Helmholtz energy can be derived as the sum of the
deformation energy associated with the ground state response
and the endochronic branch
W ¼ WeðbÞ þ WiðbeÞ; ð2Þ
where the ground state elastic responseWe depends on the left Cau-
chy–Green tensor b. This elastic material response can be further-
more split into volumetric and isochoric parts
WeðbÞ ¼ WvolðJÞ þ WeðbÞ; ð3Þ
where b ¼ FFT with F ¼ J13F denotes the unimodular left Cauchy–
Green tensor.
The volumetric part Wvol depends on the determinant of the
deformation gradient J = detF, representing the volume change,
and is deﬁned for example by
WvolðJÞ ¼ jðJ  ln J  1Þ: ð4Þ
j is the bulk modulus which should be chosen large enough to en-
sure nearly incompressibility.
The scope of the presented work is the development of a realis-
tic rubber model which can be easily adjusted to various elasto-
meric materials in order to simulate the structural behavior of
constructional components in their ﬁeld of application. Regarding
the acceptable results and especially the model’s dependence on
only two material parameters, the eight-chain model of Arruda
and Boyce (1993) was used to capture the ground state elastic re-
sponse and the elastic contribution of the endochronic branch.
Nevertheless, the proposed approach can be applied to any kind
of elasticity model. The eight-chain model can be imagined as a
cube with eight polymer chains connecting the center of the cube
with each of its eight corners (cf. Fig. 4). The chains with the initial
length r0 will be stretched and rotated from their initial angle h0.
Since the principal stretches in each chain are the same, i.e. invari-
ant, if the chains emanate from the geometric center of a cube to its
corners (see also Beatty, 2003), the stretch of each chain can be cal-
culated in terms of the cube’s principal stretches k1, k2 and k3
kchain ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
3
ðk21 þ k22 þ k23Þ
r
: ð5Þ
Considering a material dependent maximum network stretch N0,
the relative network stretch of the elastic response yields
kr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I1
3N0
s
ð6Þ
with I1 ¼ trC, the ﬁrst invariant of the total unimodular right
Cauchy–Green tensor. The locking of the polymer chains, whichFig. 4. Eight-chainoccurs at high stretches, is modelled with the help of the inverse
of the Langevin function LðxÞ ¼ coth x 1=x, so that the Helmholtz
free energy for the isochoric part of the ground state elastic re-
sponse yields
WeðkrÞ ¼ l0N0 krL1ðkrÞ þ ln
L1ðkrÞ
sinhL1ðkrÞ
 !
; ð7Þ
where l0 denotes the shear modulus of the elastic part. The Lange-
vin function is computed by a Padé approximation as proposed by
Cohen (1991)
L1ðkrÞ  kr 3 k
2
r
1 k2r
; ð8Þ
since it is superior to the polynomial approximations with a simple
form. It shows the singular behavior of the inverse Langevin func-
tion at x = 1 and exhibits very good results. Diani and Gilormini
(2005) have reported that the error associated with the Padé
approximation does not exceed 5%, where the approximation is re-
ported to yield exact results at x = 0 and around the limit x = 1 and
the deviation steadily increases from x = 0 attaining a maximum of
relative error 5% around x = 0.8. Its efﬁciency in the context of mi-
cro-sphere model has been demonstrated by Miehe et al. (2004).
For further discussions on Padé approximant of inverse Langevin
function, we refer to Horgan and Saccomandi (2002).
Since the elastoplastic effects are assumed to be purely iso-
choric, the Helmholtz free energy of the endochronic branch is de-
rived in analogy to the isochoric part of the elastic contribution
with the shear modulus and network stretch of the inelastic branch
l1 and N1, respectively,
WiðbeÞ ¼ l1N1 kerL1ðkerÞ þ ln
L1ðkerÞ
sinhL1ðkerÞ
 !
; ð9Þ
but depending only on the elastic Finger tensor be ¼ FeFeT , which is
incompressible due to F ¼ FeF i. The network stretch in the endo-
chronic branch
ker ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ie1
3N1
s
ð10Þ
is then expressed in terms of the material parameter N1 and the ﬁrst
invariant of the elastic right Cauchy–Green tensor Ie1 ¼ trCe.
2.2. Kirchhoff stresses
Accordingly, the Kirchhoff stresses can be additively separated
into contributions associated with the ground state elastic re-
sponse and the superimposed endochronic branch. The consider-
ation of an additional split of the ground state related stresses
into spherical and deviatoric parts leads torubber model.
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with seiso ¼ P : se and siiso ¼ P : si;
ð11Þ
where Pabcd ¼ ½dacdbd þ daddbc =2 dabdcd=3 denotes the fourth-order pro-
jection tensor.
Applying the metric tensor g = dab, the corresponding volumet-
ric Kirchhoff stresses are deﬁned as
svol ¼ 2 @Wvol
@g
¼ pg1: ð12Þ
Analogically, the unimodular part of the ground state related
Kirchhoff stress as well as the Kirchhoff stress of the endochronic
branch yield
se ¼ 2 @
Weðg; FÞ
@g
ð13Þ
and
si ¼ 2 @
Wiðg; FeÞ
@g
: ð14Þ2.3. Evolution of the endochronic plasticity formulation
Contrary to the left Cauchy–Green tensor b, the current value of
the elastic Finger tensor be at the time tn+1 is unknown. Because be
depends on the internal variable of the plastic strain, it cannot be
computed explicitly but must be determined by use of an evolution
law. To ensure its consistency with the second law of thermody-
namics, this evolution equation must fulﬁll the dissipation inequal-
ity, here stated in form of the Clausius–Planck inequality
Dint ¼ s : d _WP 0 ð15Þ
with d = (gl + lTg)/2 denoting the symmetric Eulerian rate of the
deformation tensor in dependence of the spatial velocity gradient
l ¼ _FF1. The derivation of the isochoric inelastic part of the Clau-
sius–Planck inequality yields
Diso ¼ siso : diso  _WP 0; ð16Þ
where diso ¼ ðgliso þ lTisogÞ=2 is the covariant rate of the deformation
tensor in the current conﬁguration.
The material time derivative of the isochoric part of the free en-
ergy function yields the following rate expression
_W ¼ 2@C We :
1
2
_C þ 2@Ce Wi :
1
2
_Ce: ð17Þ
Considering the volume preserving covariant pull-back operation
uðÞ[ ¼ FTðÞF , the material time derivative of the right Cauchy–
Green tensor yields
1
2
_C ¼ uðdÞ ¼ FTdisoF: ð18Þ
The total isochoric spatial velocity gradient can be separated into
elastic and inelastic components
liso ¼ leiso þ FeliisoFe1 ¼ leiso þ~liiso; ð19Þ
where ~liiso is the inelastic velocity gradient in the spatial conﬁgura-
tion. This yields
diso :¼ symðglisoÞ ¼ deiso þ ~diiso: ð20Þ
In analogy to Eq. (18),
1
2
_Ce ¼ uðdeÞ[ ¼ FeTdeFe ð21Þ
can be found by applying the covariant pull-back operation to
the intermediate conﬁguration uðÞ[. Under consideration ofEqs. (18), (20) and (21), the rate of the isochoric part of the free
Helmholtz energy is
_W ¼ 2@C We : ½FTdisoF þ 2@Ce Wi : ½FeTdeFe
¼ F½2@C WeFT : diso þ Fe½2@Ce WiFeT : d
e
¼ se : diso þ si : de
¼ se : diso þ si : ½diso  ~diiso
¼ ½se þ si : diso  si : ~diiso:
ð22Þ
Substituting Eq. (22)5 into Eq. (16) results in
Diso ¼ si : ~diiso P 0: ð23Þ
Since ~diiso is a deviatoric tensor, Eq. (23) can alternatively be written
as
Diso ¼ siiso : ~diiso P 0: ð24Þ
Introducing the convex ﬂow potential Ui ¼ kdevsik=s^, where s^ is a
parameter to ensure non-dimensionality, and the Lagrange multi-
plier _c, the principle of maximum dissipation Diso ! max is
exploited with the help of a Lagrange-function
Lp ¼ Diso þ _cUi; ð25Þ
which is stationary if the ﬁrst variation of the Lagrange-function
equals zero. Taking into account the identity
1
2
LmðbeÞbe1 ¼ ~diiso; ð26Þ
with the Lie-derivativeLm , this yields the following associated ﬂow
rule
~diiso ¼ 
1
2
LmðbeÞbe1 ¼
_c
s^
N; ð27Þ
where N represents the derivative of the inelastic potential with re-
spect to the inelastic stresses and gives the direction of the deviator
of the left Cauchy–Green tensor (Miehe and Keck, 2000)
@Ui
@devsi
¼ 1
s^
devsi
kdevsik ¼
1
s^
 N: ð28Þ
For the description of the endochronic plastic behavior, the his-
tory of the material is characterised without any time measure by
taking the deformation history into account. The Lagrange
multiplier
_c ¼ _zkp ð29Þ
consists therefore of the parameter kp and the intrinsic time mea-
sure _z. This intrinsic time is neither a given parameter nor it is re-
lated to a distinctive yield-surface. Instead, it reﬂects the strain
history by monitoring the change of the arclength in total strains
_z ¼ k _ek: ð30Þ
The deﬁnition of the plastic network stretch kp, which describes
the absolute value of the inelastic strain rate ~diiso, was taken from
Miehe and Keck (2000)
kp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
1
g1
sp
s^
 n
with sp ¼ kdev
sikﬃﬃﬃ
2
p : ð31Þ
Depending on the material parameters g1 and n, Eq. (31) reﬂects the
nonlinearity of the evolution law. The parameter s^ arises from Eq.
(27) and ensures the non-dimensional character of the proposed
evolution law. Incorporating Eqs. (24), (27), (29) and (31), the evo-
lution of the inelastic rate of the deformation tensor ~diiso can be ﬁ-
nally stated as
~diiso ¼ 
1
2
LmðbeÞbe1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
_z
g1
sn1p
s^n
N: ð32Þ
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imental data for the corresponding unﬁlled rubber is available, the
effect of the ﬁllers can be taken into account by an ampliﬁcation of
the strain in dependence on the volume fraction of the ﬁller
content. This phenomenological approach to account for the
increase of the average strain in the elastomeric domain with
increasing ﬁller content was introduced by Mullins and Tobin
(1957) and applied to the eight-chain model by Qi and Boyce
(2004). While Mullins and Tobin (1957) consider solely an
ampliﬁcation of the uniaxial stretch
Km ¼ 1þ Xðk 1Þ ð33Þ
by applying an ampliﬁcation factor X to the macroscopic axial
stretch k in order to obtain the average stretch in the matrix Km,
Bergström and Boyce (1999) take into account three-dimensional
deformation behavior by amplifying the ﬁrst invariant of the mac-
roscopic stretch I1
I1m ¼ XðI1  3Þ þ 3: ð34Þ
The macroscopic Helmholtz free energyW can be derived from the
Helmholtz free energy of the matrix, Wm, by
WðKm;rÞ ¼ ð1 v f ÞWmðKm;rÞ ð35Þ
leading to
WðKm;rÞ ¼ ð1 v f ÞlN Km;rL1ðKm;rÞ þ ln L
1ðKm;rÞ
sinhL1ðKm;rÞ
 !
; ð36Þ
where the relative ampliﬁed network stretch
Km;r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Xðk2  1Þ þ 1
N
s
ð37Þ
is given in terms of the macroscopic stretch kr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
I1
3
q
and vf is the
volume fraction of the rigid ﬁller content.
Introducing a dilution-dependent coefﬁcient a and a dispersion-
dependent coefﬁcient b, the ampliﬁcation factor can be derived as
X ¼ 1þ av f þ bv2f : ð38Þ
Assuming a dilute solution, the coefﬁcient a can be determined as
a = 3.5 (Qi and Boyce, 2004). Based on the Guth–Gold model for
spherical rigid ﬁllers (Guth and Simha, 1936; Guth and Gold,
1938; Guth, 1945), Qi and Boyce (2004) suggest furthermore
b = 18 for a system with well dispersed particles, resulting in
X ¼ 1þ 3:5v f þ 18v2f : ð39Þ3. Algorithmic setting
In this section, the stresses and moduli of both the ground state
and the endochronic responses will be derived in order to calculate
the overall stresses
s ¼ svol þ P : s with s ¼ se þ si ð40Þ
and Eulerian moduli
C ¼ 2 @s
@g
¼ Cvol þ Ciso ð41Þ
with
Ciso ¼ P : Cþ 23 ðs : gÞI
2
3
ðs g1 þ g1  sÞ
 
: P; ð42Þ
where
C ¼ Ce þ Cialgo ð43Þ
and Iabcdg1 : ½dacdbd þ daddbc=2 denotes the fourth-order identity tensor.3.1. Ground state response
Taking into account Eq. (12), the Kirchhoff stress corresponding
to the volumetric part of the deformation is derived as
svol ¼ pg1: ð44Þ
The volumetric Eulerian modulus
Cvol ¼ ðpþ sÞg1  g1  2pI ð45Þ
is expressed in terms of the hydrostatic Kirchhoff stresses (negative
pressure) and the corresponding modulus, respectively,
p :¼ JU0ðJÞ and s :¼ J2U00ðJÞ: ð46Þ
The stress and moduli expressions of the deviatoric part of the
ground state response are derived from Eq. (7) as
se ¼ l0
3
L
1ðkrÞ
kr
b ð47Þ
and
Ce ¼ 4
9
l0
N0
1
ð1 k2r Þ2
b b: ð48Þ3.2. Endochronic response
Considering Eq. (14), the Kirchhoff stress in the endochronic
branch can be evaluated as
si ¼ l1
3
 L
1ðker Þ
ker
be: ð49Þ
As explained in Section 2, the calculation of Eq. (49) requires the
knowledge of the current value of the elastic Finger tensor be at
the time tn+1. The computation of this current value depends on
the evolution law stated in Eq. (27) and its integration.
3.2.1. Integration of the evolution law
The strain history of the material is taken into account by mon-
itoring the change of the arclength in total strains (cf. Eq. (30))
_z ¼ k _ek ﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
De : De
p
Dt
: ð50Þ
Considering the deﬁnition of the logarithmic strain
e ¼ 1
2
lnC with lnC ¼
X3
a¼1
ln k2aNa  Na; ð51Þ
its rate _e can be computed using the right Cauchy–Green tensors of
the former and the current time step, Ctn and Ctnþ1 , respectively,
_e ﬃ 1
2
DðlnCÞ
Dt
¼ 1
2
1
Dt
 ðlnCtnþ1  lnCtnÞ: ð52Þ
Thus, the intrinsic time can be stated as
_z ¼ 1
2
1
Dt
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlnCtnþ1  lnCtnÞ : ðlnCtnþ1  lnCtnÞ
q
: ð53Þ
Considering the Lie-derivativeLmðbeÞ ¼ _be lbe  belT , the material
time derivative of the elastic Finger tensor _be yields
_be ¼ lbe þ belT þLmðbeÞ: ð54Þ
During the elastic trial step, the rate of the plastic effects is assumed
to be zero, _C i1 ¼ 0, so that
LmðbeÞ ¼ F _C i1FT ¼ 0: ð55Þ
2376 C. Netzker et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 2371–2379The elastic predictor be;tr can then be computed with the help of the
right Cauchy–Green tensor of the former time step tn and the devi-
atoric deformation tensor of the current time step tn+1
be;tr ¼ F tnþ1C i1tn FTtnþ1 : ð56Þ
For the inelastic corrector step, the rate of the total deformation is
assumed to equal zero, l ¼ le þli ¼ 0, leading to
_be ¼LmðbeÞ: ð57Þ
Thus, the solution of the plastic corrector step at the current time
tn+1 is the solution of the initial elastoplastic problem. Following
Eqs. (32) and (57), the rate of the elastic Finger tensor is ﬁnally gi-
ven by
_be ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
_z
g1
sn1p
s^n
Nbe;tr: ð58Þ
Exponential mapping yields the following expression
be ¼ exp 
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r Z tnþ1
tn
_z
g1
sn1p
s^n
N dt
" #
be;tr: ð59Þ
Applying an implicit approximation of the integral equation results
in
be  exp 
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
_z
g1
 Dt  s
n1
p
s^n
N
" #
be;tr; ð60Þ
rendering the algorithm unconditionally stable. Since sp as well as _z
are dependent on the current value of the elastic Finger tensor, Eq.
(60) describes a nonlinear correlation be ¼ f ðbe;trÞ, and cannot be
computed explicitly. Instead, the evolution equation of be can only
be solved iteratively.
It can be shown that be; be;tr and N are coaxial
be ¼
X3
a¼1
ðkeaÞ2na  na;
be;tr ¼
X3
a¼1
ðke;tra Þ2na  na;
si ¼
X3
a¼1
sina  na:
ð61Þ
Recalling Eq. (28)
N ¼ devs
i
kdevsik ; ð62Þ
Eq. (60) can be expressed in terms of the principal stretch directions
ðkeaÞ2  exp 
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
Dt
_z
g1
sn1p
s^n
devsia
kdevsiak
" #
ðke;tra Þ2: ð63Þ
Taking the logarithm of Eq. (63) yields
ln kea  
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
 Dt _z
g1
 s
n1
p
s^n
devsia
kdevsiak
þ ln ke;tra ð64Þ
or, under consideration of the principal logarithmic stretches
ea = lnka,
eea  
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
 Dt _z
g1
 s
n1
p
s^n
devsia
kdevsiak
þ ee;tra : ð65Þ3.2.2. Derivation of the algorithmic tangent modulus
The algorithmic tangent modulus Cialgo is deﬁned as
Cialgo ¼ 2
@eS i
@Ce;tr
; ð66Þwhere eS i ¼ ðFe;trÞ1siðFe;trÞT denotes the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor in the intermediate conﬁguration. Considering the
spectral decomposition of eS i,
eS i ¼X3
a¼1
~siaNa  Na ¼
X3
a¼1
sia
ðke;tra Þ2
Na  Na; ð67Þ
the algorithmic tangent can be stated as
Cialgo ¼
X3
a¼1
b¼1
cabNa  Na 
@ðke;trb Þ2
@Ce;tr
þ
X3
a¼1
2sia
ðke;tra Þ2
 @ðNa  NaÞ
@Ce;tr
: ð68Þ
Inserting
@ðke;trb Þ2
@Ce;tr
¼Mb ð69Þ
with Mb = Nb  Nb as well as
@ðNa  NaÞ
@Ce;tr
¼
X3
b–a
1
2
1
ðke;tra Þ2  ðke;trb Þ2
ðGab þGbaÞ ð70Þ
with Gabcdab ¼ Maca Mbdb þMada Mbcb and Maba ¼ NaaNba into Eq. (68) yields
Cialgo ¼
X3
a¼1
b¼1
cabMa Mb þ
X3
a–b
b¼1
1
2
~sa  ~sb
ðke;tra Þ2  ðke;trb Þ2
 ðGab þGbaÞ; ð71Þ
where
cab ¼ 1
ke;trb
@
sia
ðke;tra Þ2
@ke;trb
¼ 1
ðke;tra Þ2ðke;trb Þ2
@sia
@ee;trb
 2dab  sia
" #
: ð72Þ3.2.3. Local Newton iteration
The deﬁnition of the partial derivative of the inelastic stress with
respect to the principal logarithmic trial stretch @si=@ee;tr can be
found by adopting a residual expression arising from Eq. (65)
ra ¼ eea þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
 Dt _z
g1
 s
n1
p
s^n
devsia
kdevsiak
 ee;tra ! 0: ð73Þ
This nonlinear equation is solved iteratively with the help of a local
Newton iteration. Employing a linear approximation to Eq. (73) at
the iteration step (k + 1) leads to
rðkþ1Þa ¼ rðkÞa þ DrðkÞa ¼ rðkÞa þ
@rðkÞa
@eb
Deðkþ1Þb ! 0: ð74Þ
The local tangentK is deﬁned as
Kab ¼ @r
ðkÞ
a
@eb
¼ dab þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Dt
s^n
_z
g1
devsia 
@
sn1p
kdev sik
@eb
þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Dt
s^n
_z
g1
 s
n1
p
kdevsik 
@devsia
@eb
:
ð75Þ
The derivatives are obtained in the following way
@
sn1p
kdev sik
@eb
¼ ðn 1Þ  sn2p 
@kdevsik
@eb
¼ ðn 1Þ  sn3p  Db ð76Þ
with
Db ¼
X3
c¼1
devsicTcb ð77Þ
and
@devsia
@eb
¼ Tab ¼ devTab: ð78Þ
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Fig. 5. Numerical simulation in comparison with experimental results for cyclic
tension test.
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulation in comparison with experimental results for cyclic
compression test.
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spect to the principal logarithmic stretch and can be derived accord-
ing to Eq. (49) in terms of the endochronic branch’s relative network
stretch ker and the shear modulus of the endochronic response l1
Tab ¼ 23l1
3 ker2
1 ker2
keak
e
bdab þ
4
9
l1
N2
kea
2
keb
2
ð1 ker 2Þ2
: ð79Þ
Introducing the terms
b1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
ðn 1ÞDt _z
g1
sn3p
s^nþ1
ð80Þ
and
b2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Dt
_z
g1
sn1p
s^nþ1
; ð81Þ
the local tangent can be stated as
Kab ¼ @r
ðkÞ
@eb
¼ dab þ b1devsia  Db þ b2 Tab: ð82Þ
Under consideration of Eqs. (73) and (75), the partial derivative of
the endochronic branch’s stress with respect to the trial principal
logarithmic stretch yields
@sia
@ee;trb
¼ @s
i
a
@eec
@eec
@ee;trb
¼ @s
i
a
@eec
K1cb : ð83Þ
Taking furthermore account of Eq. (79) shows that
@sia
@ee;trb
¼Tac K1cb : ð84Þ
The parameter cab of Eq. (71) can then be given as
cab ¼ 1ðke;tra Þ2ðke;trb Þ2
½Tac K1cb  2dab  sia ð85Þ
depending on the local tangent computed within the local Newton
iteration.
4. Numerical examples
The proposed endochronic plasticity model was implemented
into the in-house Finite Element code. The following examples will
show the capabilities of the proposed model to represent rate-
independent inelastic behavior of ﬁlled elastomers under low
strain rates.
4.1. Example 1
In a ﬁrst example, the behavior of a cylindrical rubber specimen
with a length of l = 50 mm and a diameter of d = 20 mm under cyc-
lic tension and compression loading is simulated and compared
with experimental results taken from Kaliske and Rothert (1998).
For cyclic tension tests, the experimental setup used a virgin spec-
imen subjected to cyclic extension ranging in 9 steps from 10% to
50% and back. For each load step, 10 cycles were carried out. For
compression tests, cyclic compressions with maximum stretch lev-
els of 4%, 8%, 12%, 16%, 20% and back were applied using
again 10 cycles per load step. In a third experiment, the specimen
was subjected to a combined cyclic extension–compression load-
ing covering the same stretch levels like in the pure extension
and pure compression tests. The loading rate of each test was
v = 1 mm/min. In all experiments, a signiﬁcant softening of the
material could be observed for each increase of the maximum
stretch. These strain amplitude dependent damage phenomena
decrease with the number of cycles for each stress level untilconstant hysteresis loops are reached. For validation of simulation
results, only these quasi-stationary hystereses are used. With the
help of an optimization algorithm on basis of an evolution strategy,
the following material parameters were identiﬁed from the com-
bined cyclic extension–compression test: j ¼ 1000 MPa; l0 ¼
0:93MPa; N0 ¼ 2:49; l1 ¼ 0:70MPa; N1 ¼ 1:60; g1 ¼ 0:17; s^¼ 1:00
and n = 1.00. The Finite Element simulations of the cyclic extension
test and the cyclic compression test carried out with these param-
eters show good agreement of simulation and experimental results
(Figs. 5 and 6).
4.2. Example 2
The second example illustrates the modelling capabilities of the
endochronic plasticity model with respect to experimental data of
a simple shear test published by Besdo and Ihlemann (2003). The
symmetrical simple shear test of a carbon black ﬁlled rubber was
carried out by applying ﬁve load levels, again with several cycles
at each load step in order to reach stationary hystereses. The model
used for the Finite Element simulation is depicted in Fig. 7. Due to
symmetry, only half of the cube is discretized. Material parameters
were identiﬁed as j ¼ 1000 MPa; l0 ¼ 0:05 MPa; N0 ¼ 4:4; l1 ¼
Fig. 7. Simple shear test: FE model.
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Fig. 8. Simple shear test: numerical simulation in comparison with experimental
results.
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from Fig. 8, the agreement of simulation and experimental results
is quite good, proving the model’s capability to capture also the
typical phenomenon of increasing permanent set with increasing
maximum deformation in rubber materials.5. Conclusions
A physically inspired model for the description of ﬁnite rate-
independent inelasticity in ﬁlled rubber material is presented.
The proposed approach consists of a simpliﬁed evolution law in
combination with the eight-chain model to allow a more realistic
simulation of ﬁlled rubber behavior. The model is implemented
into a Finite Element code and validated for uniaxial experimental
data and complex shear loading.
It is possible to consistently extend the proposed endochronic
plasticity model with the nonlinear viscoelastic approach on the
basis of Bergström and Boyce (1998) proposed by Dal and Kaliske
(2009). This is especially straightforward because the three
branches (ground state elastic, viscoelastic and elastoplastic re-
sponse) are represented in analogous format.
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